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Understanding the factors that control the growth of heterotrophic organisms is central

to predicting food web interactions and biogeochemical cycling within ecosystems. We

present a new framework, Geometric Stoichiometry (GS), that unifies the disciplines of

Nutritional Geometry (NG) and Ecological Stoichiometry (ES) by extending the equations

of ES to incorporate core NG concepts, including macromolecules as currencies

and the ability of animals to select foods that balance deficits and excesses of

nutrients. The resulting model is used to investigate regulation of consumer growth by

dietary protein:carbohydrate ratio. Growth on protein-poor diets is limited by nitrogen.

Likewise, we show that growth is also diminished on protein-rich diets and that this

can be mechanistically explained by means of a metabolic penalty that arises when

animals use protein for energy generation. These penalties, which are incurred when

dealing with the costs of producing and excreting toxic nitrogenous waste, have not

hitherto been represented in standard ES theory. In order to incorporate GS within

ecosystem and biogeochemical models, a new generation of integrated theoretical and

experimental studies based on unified concepts of NG and ES is needed, including

measurements of food selection, biomass, growth and associated physiology, and

involving metabolic penalties.

Keywords: geometric framework, ecological stoichiometry, metabolic penalty, growth efficiency, protein, nutrition,

stoichiometric knife-edge

INTRODUCTION

Understanding the relationship between the growth of consumers and the quantity and quality of
their food is essential to quantifying the transfer of carbon and nutrient elements between trophic
levels in ecosystems and associated nutrient cycling to the environment (Hessen et al., 2004). It is
also required by industries such as agriculture and aquaculture in order to maximize animal growth
and fitness in response to the feed supplied (e.g., Villalba and Provenza, 1999; Skalli et al., 2004).
Two major frameworks have developed in parallel over the last two to three decades to address this
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important challenge: the Geometric Framework for nutrition,
also known as Nutritional Geometry (NG), and Ecological
Stoichiometry (ES). It is perhaps surprising that these two
disciplines have operated independently of each other, with the
notable exception of articles by Sperfeld et al. (2016, 2017)
that discuss bridging concepts including shared approaches to
nutrient budgets and consumer recycling.

NG provides a graphical means of understanding dietary
choice that integrates fitness-related and mechanistic aspects
of nutrition with food selection (Figure 1; Raubenheimer and
Simpson, 1999; Raubenheimer et al., 2009; Simpson and
Raubenheimer, 2012). In this framework, nutrition is described
in terms of macromolecules that are represented in two-
dimensional nutrient space, in our hypothetical example as
protein and carbohydrate, where the axes quantify progressive
intake by an animal over time (starting from the origin).
Trajectories representing different foods, each with its own
constant protein:carbohydrate ratio, are shown as nutritional
rails. Thus, for example, an animal feeding only on leaves will
progress along the leaf nutrient rail over the time course of an
experiment, with total ingestion after a given time being the
sum of the x- and y-axis (which is more than the length of the
rail itself). Optimal nutrition, in terms of both food quality and
quantity, occurs at the intake target, at which point fitness costs
are minimized. The intake array of points shows how intake
is regulated when different nutritionally imbalanced foods are
offered in isolation. The shapes of the arrays, which can be
linear, concave or convex, indicate how the intakes of different
macronutrients are prioritized relative to each other. Much of

FIGURE 1 | Characteristic diagram for NG, illustrating nutrient rails for different

food types (dashed lines), an intake array that shows regulation of intake when

confined to different nutritionally imbalanced foods, and an intake target (the

bullseye) that represents the nutritional optimum.

NG is based around laboratory experiments that investigate how
animals, when presented with a range of different food types,
select for diets that achieve an optimal balance of protein and
carbohydrate or lipid (e.g., Raubenheimer and Jones, 2006; Lee
et al., 2008; Jensen et al., 2012). In practice, individual food
types are often sub-optimal, in which case animals may ingest an
excess of some macronutrients and/or a deficit of others in order
to achieve a specific combination of excesses and deficits that
minimizes the overall fitness costs of this predicament, termed
a rule of compromise (Raubenheimer and Simpson, 1999, 2018;
Simpson et al., 2004).

Ecological Stoichiometry (ES) usually operates in terms of
elements, rather than macromolecules, to track flows of carbon
(C), nitrogen (N), and phosphorus through organisms and
ecosystems (Sterner and Elser, 2002). The equations of ES
compare the elemental demands of a consumer organism to those
supplied in food and, taking into account growth efficiencies,
identifies a limiting element. Optimal nutrition occurs when the
elemental composition of the food is equal to the Threshold
Elemental Ratio (TER) which defines the point of cross-over from
limitation by one element to another. Non-limiting elements are
in excess and are lost to the environment tomaintain homeostasis
of biomass. The approach is appealing in its simplicity and
ability to apply mass balance for intake, growth and release of
excess elements.

Protein is essential to animal nutrition, providing the
building blocks for new tissue, enzymes, etc., and it is
therefore unsurprising that animals in their natural environment
commonly favor N-rich diets (Mattson, 1980). In many cases,
however, consumers may be constrained to diets that are richer
in protein relative to carbohydrate and lipid than is optimal
(Rothman et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2014; Nyffeler et al., 2016;
Remonti et al., 2016; Wiggins and Wilder, 2018). Animals must
then use protein as a source of energy, potentially leading to
the onset of toxicity via deamination and release of ammonia
and incurring various energetic and other costs associated with
metabolic transformations, synthesis of reduced forms of N and
excretion (Bender, 2012; Piper et al., 2017; Reed et al., 2017;
Jennings et al., 2018). High dietary nutrient content can thus
be “too much of a good thing” (Boersma and Elser, 2006).
Experimental studies, albeit focusing on ratios of C:phosphorus,
have shown a stoichiometric “knife-edge” in which, on either side
of an optimal food composition, growth is negatively impacted
when nutrient elements are in either deficit or excess (Elser
et al., 2005, 2016; Laspoumaderes et al., 2015). As yet, however,
there has been no mathematical exploration of the knife-edge
phenomenon, with the exception of theoretical work involving
Lotka-Volterra type predatory-prey models in which it was
assumed that high phosphorus content in food causes animals to
decrease their ingestion rate (Peace et al., 2013, 2014).

We have two main aims. First, we present and demonstrate
a unified mathematical framework, Geometric Stoichiometry
(GS), that has as its basis the equations of ES, adapted to
generate the nutrient-space diagrams of NG (Figure 1) by
using macromolecules as currencies and incorporating rules of
compromise associated with nutritionally imbalanced diets. Note
that, as with ES, the equations of GS are readily incorporated
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into ecosystem and biogeochemical models, thereby extending
the implications of NG concepts to understanding and predicting
ecosystem-level processes. Second, we use GS to investigate
the relationship between consumer growth and dietary protein
content and will show that decreased growth on protein-rich
diets can be mechanistically explained in terms of a metabolic
penalty that is associated with using protein as a source of energy.
Such penalties have not hitherto been included in the standard
theory and equations of ES.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Our new framework GS, uses the ES model of Anderson
et al. (2017; hereafter A17) as its mathematical basis. The A17
model was originally parameterized to investigate the nutritional
requirements of poikilothermic invertebrates and their response
to temperature. It has C and N as currencies and calculates
growth, respiration, and excretion based on the C:N ratios of
consumer and prey, food quantity, and three metabolic terms:
biomass turnover, other basal metabolism and specific dynamic
action (SDA; an energetic cost proportional to intake). Biomass
turnover necessarily requires both C and N, whereas other basal
metabolism and SDA are energetic costs that are met using either
non-nitrogenous compounds (preferentially) or protein. We
derive the new GS framework via three key developments of ES
that are implemented as enhancements to the A17 model, in each
case creating synergy with NG: (1) GS currencies are proteins
and non-nitrogenous macromolecules (carbohydrates and lipids;
we will nominally refer to the former); (2) the equations operate
in reverse, i.e., from growth to intake, thereby generating intake
arrays as combinations of protein and carbohydrate intake that
give rise to a given growth rate; (3) a metabolic penalty is applied
when protein is used as a source of energy in metabolism.

Lists of variables and parameters are provided in Tables 1, 2.
Note that model equations can also be specified in forward
mode, i.e., from intake through to growth, respiration, etc.
(Supplementary Appendix 1). Model code, in R, for both the
reverse and forward versions of the model, is provided in
Supplementary Appendix 4.

Equations
A key requirement of GS is to generate intake arrays that
are predicted as combinations of intakes of protein, IV, and
carbohydrate, IH, that give rise to a specified growth rate, G
(d−1). Protein is assumed to have a fixed C:N of 3.7 (parameter
θV; Anderson et al., 2005), whereas carbohydrate contains no N.
The prediction of intake arrays and associated metabolic budgets,
involves the following steps:

Step 1. Calculate the demand for absorbed C for synthesis of
new and replacement biomass (G and τ ) excluding metabolic
costs (note that synthesis of G and τ are considered to
be equivalent in terms of underlying physiology and model
parameterisation: A17).

Biomass contains N and so there is a minimum (obligatory)
demand for N from dietary protein, DN (mol N mol N−1 d−1;
i.e., N synthesis per unit N biomass):

TABLE 1 | Model variables.

Variable Definition Unit of measure

G Net growth d−1

DN Demand for N mol N mol N−1 d−1

DV Demand for protein mol C mol C−1 d−1

DX Demand for C: (2Z – 2V ) + ξ mol C mol C−1 d−1

DA DX plus metabolic terms mol C mol C−1 d−1

IV Protein intake mol C mol C−1 d−1

IH Carbohydrate intake mol C mol C−1 d−1

� Metabolic penalty mol C mol C−1 d−1

R Respiration mol C mol C−1 d−1

E Excretion mol N mol C−1 d−1

WC Fecal C mol C mol C−1 d−1

WN Fecal N mol N mol C−1 d−1

TABLE 2 | Model parameters.

Parameter Definition Value Unit of measure

βV Absorption efficiency: protein 0.64§ Dimensionless

βH Absorption efficiency: carbohydrate 0.64§ Dimensionless

κ *
N Maximum net synthesis efficiency: N 0.9# Dimensionless

ι Biomass turnover 0.094# d−1

ξ Other basal costs 0.052# d−1

η Specific dynamic action 0.12# Dimensionless

θV Protein C:N ratio 3.7♣ mol C mol N−1

θZ Consumer C:N ratio 5.5# mol C mol N−1

fV Fraction of DC met using protein 0–1 Dimensionless

φ Penalty function 0 ≤ φ < 1 Dimensionless

# A17; ♣ Anderson et al. (2005); § typical values for βV and βH are 0.69 and 0.62,

respectively (Anderson, 1994) but we chose to set them both equal to 0.64 because

this simplifies the analysis and interpretation, without altering our conclusions.

DN =
τ + G

κ
∗

N

(1)

where parameter κ
∗

N is the maximum N synthesis efficiency,
which is the conversion efficiency for N when synthesizing
G and τ ; κ

∗

N is ≤1 because the biochemical pathways for
protein sparing are not necessarily 100% efficient (Kuijper
et al., 2004). Note that we avoid the more usual term net
production efficiency because parameter κ

∗

N applies to both new
and replacement biomass (A17). The corresponding demand
for absorbed protein, DV (mol C mol C−1 d−1; note the
conversion to C units), is:

DV =
θV

θZ
DN (2)

where θZ is the fixed (homeostatic) C:N ratio of the consumer.
Given that the C:N ratio of biomass is greater than that of
protein (θZ > θV), the difference must be made up from either
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protein or carbohydrate (with deamination of N in case of the
former). This extra demand for C, DX, is:

DX =
(θZ − θV )(τ + G)

θZ
(3)

Step 2. Calculate energetic costs, including the
metabolic penalty.

Energy is required for basal metabolism, ξ (mol C mol
C−1 d−1), and SDA where the latter accounts for the costs
of feeding, absorption and assimilation. SDA is expressed as
a fixed fraction, η, of the total C intake (Secor, 2009; A17)
via protein and carbohydrate (IV + IH). Excluding DV, the
demand for absorbed C, DA, is therefore equal to DX plus the
costs of ξ and SDA:

DA = DX + ξ + η(IV + IH) (4)

The cost of DA can be met using either protein or
carbohydrate. A new parameter, fV, is specified that quantifies
the relative usage of these two substrates to meet the costs
of DA and any other energetic costs including the metabolic
penalty (see below). Fraction fV is met using protein, with 1
– fV from carbohydrate. Intake arrays are then generated as
the outcome of evaluating the full range of possible usage of
carbohydrate and protein, from carbohydrate-only (fV = 0) to
protein-only (fV = 1).

Another key aspect of GS is that it is designed to include
the rules of compromise that characterize NG, meaning that
predicted growth can be adversely affected not only by dietary
shortage of nutrients (in our case, high C:N ratios), but also
when nutrients are in excess (low C:N ratios). In order to
represent the latter in GS, we introduce a metabolic penalty
into the analysis which relates to the use of protein for
DA and thereby incurs energetic costs that in reality arise
from deamination, metabolic transformations and excretion
of ammonia that would otherwise become toxic (Bender,
2012; Reed et al., 2017; Jennings et al., 2018). The penalty
comes into play when fV > 0 and is quantified by another
parameter, ϕ, such that the cost is ϕfVDA (mol C mol C−1

d−1; 0 ≤ ϕ < 1). The C required to meet this cost is itself
partitioned according to fV, depending on whether proteins
or carbohydrates are used, leading to a recursive infinite series
as the penalty compounds on itself. The total penalty cost, Ω
(mol C mol C−1 d−1), is then (ϕ > 0):

� = fVφDA + (fvφ)
2DA + (fVφ)3DA + ..

= DA

∞
∑

i=1

(fVφ)i = DA

(

1

1− φfV
− 1

)

(5)

Step 3. Calculation of IV and IH
Total absorbed protein and carbohydrate are βVIV and

βHIH, respectively (the complement is lost as fecal matter),
where βV and βH are the absorption efficiencies. The

allocation of absorbed protein and carbohydrate to growth and
metabolism (as calculated in DV, DA, and �) is then:

βV IV = DV + fVDA + fV� (6)

βHIH = (1− fV )DA +
(

1− fV
)

� (7)

The intake of carbohydrate, IH, is now calculated as:

IH =

DV+a(DX+ξ )
βV−ηa +

DX+ξ
η

βH (1−fVφ)
η(1−fV )

−
ηa

βV−ηa − 1
, a =

fV

(1− φfV )
, fV < 1 (8)

Iv is calculated by rearrangement of Equation (6):

IV =
βHIH(1− φfV )

η(1− fV )
−

DX + ξ

η
− IH , fV < 1 (9)

Note that Equations (8), (9) cannot be used for the case where
fV = 1 (division by zero). In this instance, all C demands are
met using protein such that IH is zero and the equation for
IV is:

IV =
DV +

DX+ξ
1−φ

βV −
η

1−φ

, fV = 1 (10)

Step 4. C and N budgets
Once IH and IV are known, budgets for C and N can be

calculated in forward mode. Respiration, R, and excretion,
E, are:

R = τ +

(

1− κ
∗

N

)

DV + ξ + η (IV + IH) + � (11)

E =
τ

θZ
+

(1− κ
∗

N )DV

θV
+

fV

θV
(DX + ξ + η (IV + IH)) +

fV

θV
� (12)

Finally, the equations for production of fecal C andN,WC, and
WN, are:

WC = (1− βV) IV + (1− βH)IH (13)

WN = (1− βV)
IV

θV
(14)
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RESULTS

In this section, we use GS to investigate how relative protein
content in the diet affects consumer nutrition and growth. We
first demonstrate that the equations of GS successfully generate
the nutrient-space diagrams of NG (e.g., Figure 1), notably intake
arrays, thereby being the first mathematical framework to achieve
this goal. The metabolic penalty is then introduced to the analysis
and its influence on the predicted intake arrays investigated,
focusing in particular on protein-rich diets. As proof of concept,
we present a model-data intercomparison, using data (Jensen
et al., 2011) for juvenile wolf spiders (Pardosa prativaga) fed
fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster). Finally, we show that a
stoichiometric knife-edge is only predicted when the penalty is
imposed, which is significant because penalties have not as yet
been formally included in the theory of ES.

Prediction of Intake Arrays
Themodel is first analyzed in the absence of themetabolic penalty
(ϕ = 0). Intake arrays are successfully predicted that represent
the entire range of combinations (0 ≤ fV ≤ 1) for protein and
carbohydrate intake that give rise to the specified growth rates,
in this case G = 0, 0.25, 0.5 d−1 (Figure 2A). Note that intake
is still required when G = 0, in order to meet maintenance
demands. The predicted arrays are linear and have the same
slope, bHV, which, in the absence of penalties, depends only on
the absorption efficiencies for protein and carbohydrate (βV, βH)
and SDA (η):

bHV = −
βV − η

βH − η
(15)

In this case, the predicted slope is −1 given that βV = βH,
meaning that predicted growth efficiency is congruent with
the intake arrays because it is the same whether protein or
carbohydrates are used for energy (Figure 2B). N excretion
increases with increasing fV as protein is used as a source of
energy. It is never zero because of ongoing biomass turnover
(Figure 2C). Growth is limited by N when carbohydrate intake
exceeds the fV = 0 isoline, in which case C is in stoichiometric
excess (Figure 2A). As such, this isoline equates to the concept
of TER in ES in that it represents a switch from limitation by C
to limitation by N, and vice versa. Note that we describe fV = 0
as an isoline, rather than a rail, because it does not pass through
the origin and represent a unique food type (as in Figure 1) but,
rather, protein:carbohydrate ratio varies along its length.

Although the nutrient-space diagram in Figure 2A has the
same appearance as those typical of NG (Figure 1), there is
a subtle but important difference. NG nutrient-space diagrams
show cumulative intake (along nutrient rails) over a period of
time, e.g., in units of mol C. In contrast, intake in GS (Figure 2A;
the x- and y-axis) is expressed as instantaneous rates, in this case
with units mol C (mol C)−1 d−1. Both types of diagram tell the
same story in that integrating the instantaneous rates over time
gives rise to the cumulative intake.

Introducing the metabolic penalty (ϕ > 0) means that, in
order to achieve a given growth rate, animals incur an additional

requirement for C (�; Equation 5) when using protein as a source
of energy. The resulting intake arrays have a decreased slope, as
well as slightly convex curvature (Figure 3). The impact of the
penalty is nonlinear, e.g., for G = 0.5 d−1, increasing ϕ from
zero to 0.2 and 0.5 results in an increased demand for C of 16
and 76% respectively, for an animal consuming a diet of pure
protein (fV = 1). The arrays for different values of ϕ merge at
fV = 0. Growth efficiency is maximized at this isoline (for ϕ >

0), which is then, as a concept, equivalent to the TER in ES, with
all energetic costs met using carbohydrates. Additional analysis
of the C and N budgets shown in Figures 2, 3 is presented in
Supplementary Appendix 3.

Comparison With Data
We compare the model to data for two reasons. First, it provides
a practical example of linking GS to the experimental results of
NG. Second, the exercise of comparing with data was inherently
informative because, despite there being many published NG
studies, it was not easy to find a data set that was suitable for this
purpose. The problem in this regard is that GS requires biomass-
specific units for model parameterization, i.e., rates normalized
to consumer biomass, which are not the norm in reporting of NG
experiments. In the event, we chose data for juvenile wolf spiders
(Pardosa prativaga) fed fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster) with
lipid:protein ratios ranging between 0.10 and 0.89mg mg−1 over
the course of their second instar (Jensen et al., 2011). This
data set is unusual in that spiders are atypical predators. They
masticate their prey while regurgitating digestive fluid over it in
a process known as extra-oral digestion (e.g., Wilder, 2011), after
which the nutrient-laden liquid is sucked up using a muscular
stomach (Eberhard et al., 2006). The advantage of the spider
data is that spider biomass was recorded from which biomass-
specific rates can be calculated, and that multiple arrays are
presented for flies killed, extracted nutrients and growth. Flies
killed and extracted nutrients may be considered to be equivalent
to intake (handled prey) and absorbed nutrients, respectively.
Note that the non-protein macronutrient in this case is lipid,
rather than carbohydrate.

Spider C:N does not exhibit strict homeostasis, with average
values (for each fly diet; over the 2nd instar) varying between
4.4 and 6.0mol C mol N−1, depending on the lipid content
of the flies (derived from the original data using C per dry
weight of 0.038 and 0.063mol C mg−1 for proteins and
lipids, respectively: Anderson, 1992). We use an overall average
value for spider C:N, θZ = 5.2; model sensitivity to this
parameter is relatively low for the range 4.4 ≤ θZ ≤ 6.0
(see Supplementary Appendix 2). Average spider dry weight
(during the course of the experiment) was 0.41mg (range 0.39–
0.42mg across fly treatments), equivalent to 0.017 mmol C (units
converted as above). The second instar lasted an average 13.1
days (range 12.9–13.4 days). These values of spider mass and
experiment duration permit conversion of the results shown in
Jensen et al. (2011) to biomass-specific units (mmol C mmol C−1

d−1), thereby aligning with the model.
The (specified) growth rate was set to 0.07 d−1, matching

the data. With θZ = 5.2mol C mol N−1 (above), the values
of τ (biomass turnover) and ξ (other basal metabolism) were
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FIGURE 2 | Model predictions using standard parameters (Table 2; no penalty: ϕ = 0): (A) intake arrays (solid color lines) for consumer growth rate (G) of 0, 0.25, 0.5,

d−1 (0 ≤ fV ≤ 1), extended into excess-C phase-space (dash-dot color lines); also shown are isolines for fV = 0, 0.5, 1.0 (dashed lines); (B) carbon gross growth

efficiency; (C) excretion (mol N mol C−1 d−1). The fV = 0 isoline represents the case where energetic costs are met solely using carbohydrate, without use of protein.

decreased in order to fit the data. Parameter τ was assigned a
value of 0.02 d−1, whereas solutions are shown for ξ = 0.02, 0.01
d−1, in each case with or without the metabolic penalty (ϕ =

0, 0.2). Predicted arrays for flies killed, extracted nutrients and
growth are compared to the data (Jensen et al., 2011; converted
units) in Figure 4, showing good general agreement. Both model
solutions, i.e., excluding the penalty (ϕ = 0) and with the penalty
(ϕ = 0.2), fit the data reasonably well, although the model-data
intercomparison is not sufficiently well-constrained to be able to
say that one or other solution is necessarily better than the other.
The curvature in the data nevertheless suggests that penalties
exist, in this case when protein in fly kills exceeds ∼0.15mol C
mol C−1 d−1.

TER and the Stoichiometric Knife-Edge
The relationship between growth, TER (fV = 0) and food C:N
ratio (also expressed as % protein), as predicted by the model,
is shown in Figure 5 (parameters as in Table 2). The analysis

is presented for three different total intake rates, IC = 0.5, 1.0,
1.5mol C mol C−1 d−1, and for three values of the metabolic
penalty, ϕ = 0, 0.2, 0.5. The predicted TER decreases from 8.2
at IC = 0.5 d−1 to 7.0 at IC = 1.5 d−1 because metabolism has a
high C:N ratio relative to growth and dominates an organism’s C
requirements when resources are scarce.

Predicted growth rate is greatest at the TER, but only
if metabolic penalties are included in the analysis (ϕ > 0).
Carbohydrate is in excess when food C:N > TER, in which
case growth decreases with decreasing protein (increasing C:N)
because of limitation by N. The metabolic penalty has no
effect in this situation because all energetic costs are met using
carbohydrate. When food C:N < TER (relatively protein-rich
diets) then, when the penalty is zero (ϕ = 0), predicted growth
shows a constant relationship with intake (horizontal green lines
in Figure 5). In this case there is no disadvantage to using protein
as a source of energy and predicted growth is the same for
an animal consuming a diet of pure protein (C:N of 3.7), vs.
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FIGURE 3 | Predicted intake arrays using standard parameters (Table 2) for no penalty (ϕ = 0; solid lines; as in Figure 2A) and with penalties of ϕ = 0.2 (dashed

lines) and ϕ = 0.5 (dash-double-dot lines).

FIGURE 4 | Predicted arrays for fly kills (equivalent to intake as shown in Figures 2, 3; pink), extraction (equivalent to absorption; blue) and growth (green) compared

to data (Jensen et al., 2011), for metabolic penalty ϕ = 0 (solid), 0.2 (dashed): (A) τ = 0.02 d−1, ξ = 0.02 d−1, (B) τ = 0.02 d−1, ξ = 0.01 d−1.

a supposedly optimal mix of protein and carbohydrate at the
TER, or on any combination of protein and carbohydrate in
between. In contrast, when ϕ > 0 predicted growth is uniquely
greatest at the TER because of the cost incurred by the penalty.
The TER then represents a unique optimum mix of protein and
carbohydrate, with predicted growth declining on either side,
thereby generating a stoichiometric knife-edge.

DISCUSSION

Nutritional Geometry and Ecological Stoichiometry constitute
two major fields of study that have developed in parallel over

recent decades. Both aim to understand the impact of food
quality and quantity on animal performance, including our
focus here, growth. While NG emphasizes the macromolecular
composition of diet, consumer behavior, nutritional choice and
evolutionary fitness, ES usually operates on the basis of elements,
calculating growth and recycling to the environment on a mass-
balance basis. Here, for the first time, we present a unified
framework, Geometric Stoichiometry (GS), that merges key
concepts of NG, notably the rules of compromise associated
with diet selection, with those of ES, notably Threshold
Elemental Ratio (Figure 6). The mathematical underpinning of
GS is derived from ES, with three important developments:
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FIGURE 5 | Relationship between growth and food C:N (also expressed as %

protein, remainder carbohydrate) for total C intake, IC, of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5mol C

mol C−1 d−1, each for penalty ϕ = 0, 0.2, 0.5 (parameters as in Table 2). The

TER (fV = 0 isoline) is also shown (dashed line), decreasing with increasing

intake from a maximum value of 9.9 at G = 0 (maintenance with no growth; IC
= 0.29 d−1) to 7.0 at G = 1.5 d−1.

(i) currencies are macromolecules such as proteins and
carbohydrates, rather than elements, (ii) equations are derived
in reverse mode, involving calculation of the required intake
for a given growth rate, and (iii) costs of dealing with excess
nutrients are introduced into the analysis bymeans of ametabolic
penalty. We show that GS successfully reproduces the nutrient-
space diagrams of NG, being the first mathematical framework to
do so.

We use GS to investigate the relationship between consumer
growth and food protein content, focusing in particular
on diets with a surplus of protein relative to non-protein
energy. Model results acknowledge the existence of an optimal
protein:carbohydrate or protein:lipid ratio where fitness, in our
case quantified as growth, is maximized. At the optimum (the
fV = 0 isoline in Figure 2), energetic costs are met solely
by metabolizing carbohydrates and lipids. This optimum is
equivalent to the TER in ES in that it defines the point of
transition from limitation by N to limitation by C. The optimal
ratio varies with intake, being more carbohydrate- and lipid-
biased when food is scarce because the requirement for energy is
then at its maximum (Jensen et al., 2012). Even strict carnivores,
such as cats and mink, select for an optimal diet that contains
not only protein, but also significant quantities of lipid (Mayntz
et al., 2009; Plantinga et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2014; Kohl et al.,
2015). Likewise, many primarily carnivorous animals benefit
from omnivory in which protein-rich food is supplemented with
carbohydrate-rich items such as fruits and foliage (Robbins et al.,
2007; Rothman et al., 2011; Nyffeler et al., 2016; Remonti et al.,
2016; Ugine et al., 2019; Christensen et al., 2020).

Animals regularly experience considerable variability in the
nutritional content of their diet, on a geographical or seasonal
basis (Raubenheimer et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2017). To cope
with this, they have evolved metabolic flexibility that enables

them to switch between the macronutrients they use as substrates
for energy to fuelmetabolism (Smith et al., 2018). Formany, if not
all, animals this includes the capacity to utilize ingested amino
acids in energy metabolism via a process called gluconeogenesis
(Miyamoto and Amrein, 2017). Typically, however, this is an
emergency measure invoked when diets are imbalanced with
surplus protein relative to the primary energetic macronutrients
carbohydrates and fats. In such circumstances, fitness and growth
may be directly impacted by a deficit of carbohydrates and fats,
as well as metabolic penalties associated with the energetic and
toxicity costs of metabolizing amino acids (Solon-Biet et al.,
2014; Piper et al., 2017; Raubenheimer and Simpson, 2019). Such
dietary imbalance is frequently encountered in the wild, not
only by herbivores (e.g., Rothman et al., 2011; Cui et al., 2018)
and omnivores (Remonti et al., 2016), including humans (Speth
and Spielmann, 1983), but also carnivores (Wilder et al., 2013;
Jensen et al., 2014; Kohl et al., 2015; Wiggins and Wilder, 2018).
The results of our model show that growth is diminished when
protein is in either shortage or excess. The former represents N
limitation when food protein content is low (high C:N ratio), in
common with many other studies that describe limitation by N
or phosphorus, both theoretical (e.g., Hessen, 1992; Anderson
and Hessen, 1995) and empirical (e.g., Urabe et al., 1997; DeMott
et al., 1998; Elser et al., 2001; Malzahn et al., 2010). Predicted
growth rate also decreases on protein-rich diets (low C:N ratio)
in which case the excess nutrient (N) in protein is “too much
of a good thing” (Boersma and Elser, 2006). These results are
consistent with experimental studies that have shown an optimal
C:nutrient ratio where growth is maximized, decreasing on either
side, thereby generating a stoichiometric “knife-edge” (Elser et al.,
2005, 2016; Laspoumaderes et al., 2015). Other studies have
likewise shown that the fitness of insect herbivores is adversely
affected when fed not only nutrient-deplete food, but also on diets
enriched in N (Lee et al., 2003; Cease et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2019).

Our model is the first to provide a quantitative mechanistic
explanation of the knife-edge, notably the decrease in growth rate
on nutrient-rich food, based on underlying physiology. The key
to this prediction is that we introduce ametabolic penalty into the
model that is associated with using protein as a source of energy.
Protein must necessarily be used for energy generation when the
carbohydrate and lipid content in food is relatively low, in which
case animals expend energy associated with transformations and
excretion that occur during deamination of protein and the
prevention of toxicity (Reed et al., 2017; Jennings et al., 2018).
The penalty associated with these processes is quantified as a
C demand that comes into play when protein is used, at least
in part, as a source of energy. An interesting parallel occurs in
plants and algae under conditions of eutrophication that can lead
to nutrient “supersaturation” and metabolic imbalances (Britto
et al., 2001; Britto and Kronzucker, 2002; Wang et al., 2008;
Glibert et al., 2013, 2016; Glibert, 2017). For example, excess
ammonium may cause “ammonium syndrome” (Gerendás et al.,
1997) resulting from toxicity and associated adverse impact on
cellular energy and redox balance (Britto and Kronzucker, 2002;
Collos and Harrison, 2014; Glibert et al., 2016). Detoxification is
then achieved via assimilation of ammonium, incurring energetic
costs (Givan, 1979; Britto and Kronzucker, 2013).
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FIGURE 6 | Venn diagram illustrating how GS merges key concepts in ES and NG.

It is not in itself surprising that animal growth is predicted
to decrease on nutrient-rich diets when a metabolic penalty is
imposed. It should be noted, however, that metabolic penalties
have not hitherto been represented in the mathematical theory
of ES. Without the penalty, there is no adverse impact of
nutrient-rich diets on growth and therefore no prediction
of a stoichiometric knife-edge, meaning that animals could
then focus solely on obtaining diets that maximize limiting
nutrients. In reality, however, animals use complicated nutrient
balancing strategies that also involve dealing with nutrient
excess (Raubenheimer and Simpson, 2018). Penalties associated
with excess nutrients may be highly variable and are by
no means straightforward to parameterize in models. The
extent to which animals are adversely impacted by protein-
rich diets varies between species (Raubenheimer and Simpson,
2003) and developmental stages (Al Shareefi and Cotter, 2019).
Penalties need not be related to toxicity, e.g., the processing of
peptide bonds incurs high energetic costs, be it for growth or
metabolism (Conceição et al., 1997; Carter and Mente, 2014).
The stoichiometric knife edge studies (Elser et al., 2005, 2016;
Laspoumaderes et al., 2015) indicate that penalties are also
incurred on phosphorus-rich diets, as proposed by Boersma
and Elser (2006), although the underlying physiology is not
well-understood. The principle of metabolic penalties applies
to any nutrient that imposes costs when ingested in excess, of
which there are many (Raubenheimer et al., 2005). Our work
highlights the need for further study to better characterize and
quantify metabolic penalties and for their incorporation into
stoichiometric theory.

The development of GS highlights the advantage of
understanding nutrition and growth in terms of macromolecules,
noting that most ES studies are based on elemental mass
balance. Although the equations are more complex, the
move from elements to molecules allows for a more realistic

representation of metabolism and animal physiology, i.e.,
“metabolic stoichiometry” (Anderson et al., 2005). A prime
example is the metabolic penalty, which is based on the use of
protein for energy, a concept that cannot be readily described
using an elemental approach. The use of macromolecular
currencies also permits direct comparison with NG experiments.
We caveat these statements by noting that the cycling of
phosphorus, which has been a major focus in ES (e.g., Elser and
Urabe, 1999), is different to that of N in that it makes up <1%
of body mass and has various roles in constructing nucleic acids,
phospholipids and ATP (Sterner and Elser, 2002).

Our work focused on the impact of food quality, especially
protein content, on consumer growth. It should be emphasized
that, as a central theme within NG, animals forage to maximize
overall fitness, rather than necessarily growth, which involves
other factors including survival, longevity, fecundity, sexual
attractiveness, etc. (Simpson and Raubenheimer, 2012). For
example, animals that are subject to high-protein diets are shown
to often have shorter lifespan (Hamilton and Schal, 1988; Lee
et al., 2008; Solon-Biet et al., 2014; Raubenheimer et al., 2016).

ES is strongly rooted in mathematics and, as a consequence,
has been incorporated into ecosystem and biogeochemical
models (e.g., Anderson et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2018). A
major advantage of GS is that, as with ES, it can be directly
incorporated within differential equations, thereby extending
the implications of NG concepts by including them in models
used to study trophic transfer and carbon cycling in food
webs. As always, there is a need for robust parameterisation
underpinned by observation and experiment. We compared
our model with data for wolf spiders consuming a diet of
fruit flies with different protein:lipid ratios (Jensen et al.,
2011; Supplementary Appendix 2). Model results showed good
general agreement with the data, although the data set involved
was not ideal because spiders are atypical predators regarding
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their modes of feeding and digestion. Despite the large NG
literature, it was difficult to find suitable data for model
comparison and parameterisation. GS operates on a biomass-
specific basis, i.e., growth and metabolic parameters (biomass
turnover, τ , and basal metabolism, ξ) are specified per unit
consumer biomass. We chose the spider data set because
it includes not only intake (fly kills), but also extracted
nutrients, growth and biomass, allowing for the calculation
of biomass-specific growth rates that provide synergy with
GS. In order to incorporate and parameterize GS within
ecosystem and biogeochemical models, our work emphasizes
the need for a new generation of integrated theoretical
and experimental studies that include measurements of food
selection, consumer biomass, growth, metabolism, excretion, and
related physiological processes. The experimental studies within
ES that have addressed the stoichiometric knife-edge (Elser et al.,
2005, 2016; Laspoumaderes et al., 2015) have focused on food
C:phosphorus and are few in number. There is therefore also a
need for further studies on the knife-edge, in particular focusing
on protein (N) intake and associated metabolic penalties.

In conclusion, GS has, for the first time, provided a
mathematical unification of NG and ES that allows the equations
of ES to be extended to incorporate NG concepts, notably
the rules of compromise associated with balancing dietary
nutrient deficits and excesses. We use the new framework to
analyze the regulation of consumer growth by protein and
show that decreased growth rate on protein-rich diets can be
mechanistically explained by means of a metabolic penalty that
is incurred when protein is used as a source of energy. A
stoichiometric knife-edge is only predicted when the metabolic
penalty is imposed, noting that penalties have not hitherto been
represented in standard ES theory. In order to incorporate GS
into ecosystem and biogeochemical models, our work highlights

the need for new theoretical and experimental studies that
include measurements of food selection, consumer biomass,
metabolism and associated physiology.
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